Rapid detection of retroviral vector integration sites in colony-forming human peripheral blood progenitor cells using PCR with arbitrary primers.
We have developed a highly sensitive polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based technique termed two-step PCR, which uses arbitrary primers to identify proviral integration sites in retrovirally marked human colony-forming cells. The two-step PCR was established on cell line clones transduced with the SF1m retroviral vector and independently validated by demonstrating identical integration sites with ligation-mediated PCR, a different technique requiring restriction enzyme digestion and adapter ligation for amplifying unknown DNA flanking the provirus. Two-step PCR was performed on peripheral blood progenitor cell (PBPC) colonies that contained as few as 75 cells, which was estimated by quantitative real-time PCR. We were able to amplify and directly sequence proviral integration sites in 35 % of PBPC colonies (25/72, five donors). Identity to the vector long-terminal repeat was confirmed and flanking DNA was found to match with human database sequences, reaffirming specificity. Two-step PCR is a valuable new tool for rapid analysis of genomic target sites for viral vectors, and will aid significantly in understanding clonal development of hematopoiesis and other cell types. Our protocol has the potential for general applicability as the arbitrary primers described here bind to genomic DNA and are thus independent of the vector backbone used.